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II. ESTIMATION OF NONLINEARITY

It has been shown that a weakly nonlinear, memoryless,
time-invariant, PA's behaviour can be expressed by a third
order polynomial [11]. This fact has been explored to
develop in-circuit test circuits based in the observation of
the input and output RF voltage signals [4, 12, 13].
Likewise, one can estimate the PA's power transfer
characteristic after finding the polynomial

Pout = /31 Pin + /32 Pin 2 + /33 Pin 3 that best fits a set of
observed input-output power pairs, and whose coefficients
allow us to compute Pin1dB and PinIIP3 points. Following

procedures similar to those presented in [11-13] one can
obtain, respectively,

values. From this set of coordinates one can obtain the
polynomial that best fits the PA's input/output
characteristic and whose coefficients allow one to calculate
1 dB compression ( Pin1dB ) and third order intercept

( PinIIP3 ) points values.

The methodology being presented here relies also on the
polynomial fitting approach, however, ordinates are
provided by the cross-correlation between output voltage
and power supply current, instead. The remaining of the
paper presents in section II the procedure being proposed to
estimate Pin1dB and PinIIP3 from the power transfer

characteristic curve, together with validating simulation
results. Section III shows how power measures can be
obtained from the cross-correlation between voltage and
current signals, as well as, the mixer based circuit being
used as a correlator. Section IV highlights the main
conclusions.

Abstract - The present paper describes developments
carried-out on estimating 1 dB compression and third
order intercept points after the cross-correlation between
power supply dynamic current and output voltage ofradio
frequency power amplifier. The underlining theory and a
circuit that allows implementing this measurement on-chip
are presented. Simulation results, including the analysis of
optimum stimuli amplitudes and the Monte Carlo analysis
to circuits' process variations are presented. These show
that good accuracy can be obtained with relatively simple
measurement conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for on-chip RF testing methods has motivated
different research activities in the past decade [1-6].
Nonlinearity estimation is among the most important
parameters which have driven this research [7, 8]. That is
the case with circuits operating with digital modulations
such as Wide-bandwidth Code-Division for Multiple
Access (W-CDMA), which presents a high degree of
amplitude variation or, in other words, a high crest factor
(CF). High linearity levels are required for transceivers
operating in these conditions to prevent signal compression
or clipping.

Traditional RF testing relying on high-end laboratory
instruments provide accurate measures but are time
consuming and expensive. On the other hand, accessing
deeply embedded circuits requires delicate electronic
probes. This is particularly true within modem systems-on
chip (SoC) devices that incorporate different circuits and
functionalities on a monolithic substrate, such as, high
speed digital, memory, analog, and RF circuits. This high
integration of components makes SoC testing complex and
costly [9].

The lack of harmonized and universal RF structural tests
have forced industries to resort to specifications' functional
testing in order to ensure the required quality level of low
defect ppm (ideally zero), eventually relying on both built
in and built-off test [9,10]. The methodologies presented in
[12,13] allow testing a RF power amplifier (PA) for
nonlinearity using a polynomial fitting approach, after
applying single tone input stimuli sweeping the PA's
dynamic range and on capturing the respective output
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and PinIIP3 = ~ :~ to estimate Pin1dB and PinIIP3 .

(1)
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To obtain the coefficients of the best fitting polynomial
the following procedure was followed. If one obtains three
output power levels from the PA under test (Poutl,2,3 in
figure 1), the values of the three coefficients ~l, ~2 and ~3,

can be obtained from the set of equations (2.a and 2.b)

Pout(\JV)

Pout3t----------~~

Pout2t--------....r

::p. Pin(\JV)
:::I
w

Pout1 = j31Pin1+ j32Pin1 2 + j33Pin13

Pout2 = j31Pin2 + j32Pin22 + j33Pin23 (2.a)

Pout3 = j31Pin3 + j32Pin3 2 + j33Pin33

which after applying Cramer's rule allows us to obtain

Pout11-------:tI

"'U"'U
3·3·
~ I'-J
a.
OJ

Figure 1 - Weakly nonlinear, memoryless PA's transfer
characteristic.
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Figure 2 - Power transfer curves obtained with a class AB
amplifier.

Locating the intermediate stimulus in this zone allows also to
minimize the deviation due to random noise in voltage and
current signals, as can be seen in figure 3.b), which was obtained
after superimposing random noise, with a 30 dB signal to noise
ratio, in the correlator's input signals. Similar conclusions were
obtained with different power transfer curves.
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Nevertheless, the three testing stimuli Pin1 ,2,3 have to be
optimized in order to obtain the best estimation accuracy for
Pin1dB and PinIIP3 . To find the best set of three stimuli to

be used a minimum search function min I (X), where X is
x

the vector of the three stimuli amplitudes, and I(x) is the

error in the computation of Pin1dB, was employed.

Simulation results obtained within the Agilent ADS tool
using a class AB PA, revealed that choosing Pinl and

Pin3 in order that Pin} < Pin1dB < Pin3 , and Pin2 close

to the expected Pin1dB (figure 1), a very accurate Pin1dB
estimation can be obtained. Figure 2 allows one to compare
the real power transfer curve against the extrapolated found
with this procedure, and reveals that a very good match is
obtained.

Figure 3.a) shows the variation of the Pin1dB estimation

error with the placement of the three stimuli in relation to
the expected Pin1dB ' keeping the distance among them
constant. It can be seen that when the middle value of the
three stimuli is close to the expected Pin1dB, the error is

very small. In fact, practically equal estimated and expected
values were obtained, i. e.,

PinldBest::::: PinldBexp =4,67dBm .
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Figure 3 - Pin1dB estimation error.
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Figure 4 - PinIIP3 estimation error.

Concerning the estimation of IIP3 small errors can also be
obtained but the sensitivity to the placement of the three
stimuli amplitude in the transfer characteristic is higher
(figure 4) - anyway the obtained estimated value is

Pin//P3est = 12.5dBm while the expected one

is Pin//P3exp =13dBm , i. e., the error of 3.8 % occurs.

(4)

(3)
1

R(r) =-XY cos(OJT+8)
2

in the case x(t) and yet) are periodic signals of period T,

given by x(t)=Xsin(OX) and y(t)=Ysin(ox+8) . If

x(t) and yet) are the voltage and current of a circuit, (3)

gives us the circuit's active power when time delay t is null.
That is,

9tvi(O) =!VIcos(O) ==
2

1 T 1
P =- fV(t)xI(t)dt =-(VxI)xcos(8)

TO 2

The correlation circuit implemented with a mixer and a
low-pass filter shown in figure 5 was used to evaluate the
applicability of the cross-correlation between power supply
current and output voltage to estimate Pin1dB and PinIIP3 .

The voltage and current signals are filtered in order to
observing only the respective fundamental components,

Voutt and iddt .
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It is shown in [12,13] that IIP3 estimation from PA's
gain compression curves provides results with acceptable
accuracy, but which may eventually require considering
higher order fitting polynomials. Further work will be
carried-out on this matter.

III - CROSS-CORRELATION BASED POWER MEASUREMENT

Looking at voltage amplitudes, as it has been done in other
works, does not provide a fully accurate power measure in
case an impedance deviation has occurred. This requires
observing the actual power in the nodes being observed.
The cross-correlation between two signals, x(t) and y(t) is

+00
defined as R(r) = fx(t)* y(t +r )dt, where t is a time Figure 5 - Correlator circuit.

delay, which becomes Figure 6 shows the correlator's output voltage as a
function of the power to be measured. It can be seen that a
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linear correspondence exists between the correlator output
voltage and the power to be measured.

accuracy estimations can be obtained with just three stimuli
levels.

Power Input (mW)

Figure 7 - Comparison between the actual power transfer
curve and that obtained with the correlator sensor.
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Figure 6 - Correlator output voltage vs. PA's output power.

This is also seen in figure 7, which shows both the PA's
actual transfer characteristic (Pout real) and that obtained
with the correlation based sensor. The good matching
between the two curves allows us to estimate Pin1dB and

Pin//P3 with the same accuracy, Le.,

PinldBest = 4,67dBm and PinIIP3est = 12.5dBm .
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IV - CONCLUSIONS

The development of built-in self-test solutions for radio
frequency circuits has not yet reached the required maturity
to help replacing comprehensive but time-consuming
characterization testing, for tests capable to screen
malfunctioning circuits due to processing defects and
process variations. The work presented herein addresses the
estimation of RF amplifiers' 1 dB compression and third
order intercept nonlinearity figures after cross-correlating
dynamic output voltage and power supply current. This
allows estimating nonlinearity parameters using actual
amplifiers' output power measures, instead voltage
measures has it has been proposed before. A simple mixer
and low-pass filter circuit is used for this purpose.
Simulation results are presented which show that good
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